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SongSisters – Sue Fink, Patti Shaffner, and Amy Dixon-Kolar – are singer/songwriter friends who 
discovered that their own distinctive styles worked very well together, like contrasting spices that 
somehow blend to make one very tasty stew.  While continuing to pursue solo careers, they found 
that joining voices as SongSisters gave them another creative and fun way to share their music.  Each 
takes the lead on songs they’ve written, adding harmonies and instrumentation to each other’s music 
and to others’ work that inspires them.  

SongSisters have performed for enthusiastic audiences at venues that include: 

 Davenport’s Piano Bar & Cabaret (Chicago) – where their live CD was recorded by Bruce Roper (Sons of 
the Never Wrong) 

 Front Porch Music (Valparaiso, IN) 

 Lake County Folk Club (Gurnee, IL) 

 Westchester Public Library’s “Music and Movie” Series (Chesterton, IN) 

 Uncommon Ground (Chicago) 

 JustGoods Listening Room Series (Rockford, IL) 

They have performed at benefits, art festivals, and live radio shows; their SongSisters LIVE! CD has 
received airplay nationwide (as have their individual CDs).  SongSisters connect with their audiences, 
who enjoy the variety of their musical offerings, as well as the opportunities to join them in song. 

SongSisters LIVE!   released: November 2013.  Acoustic/Folk.  CD and digital format. 
 Song Title Genre/Mood 

1. Kinder   1:53 A cappella (cover song, Alyx Benham/Sophia Ferrera)  

2. Tell Me Now   2:49 Folk, upbeat, serious (Dixon-Kolar) 

3. Magic Potion  2:51 Humorous (Fink) 

4. I Don’t Do Country   3:07 Folk/country, humorous (Shaffner) 

5. Kathy’s Dance   4:30 Folk, peaceful (Dixon-Kolar)  

6. Take Back   2:47 Acoustic, wistful (Fink)   

7. Dervish Heart   3:13 Folk/jazz, love song (Shaffner)  

8. At the End of the Day   3:11 Folk, upbeat, “modern-day love song” (Dixon-Kolar) 

9. If Only You Weren’t You   3:51 Folk, wry humor, love-gone-wrong (Fink) 

10. Dattsalottawatta   4:20 Rhythmic, sing-along (Shaffner)   

11. Kabir’s Song   3:12 Acoustic/thoughtful (cover song, Snatam Kaur)         

 

"The SongSisters? Top shelf talent times three and a pure delight!  Sue Fink, Amy Dixon-Kolar, Patti Shaffner ... 
are outstanding solo artists who shine alone, but together become a solar force to be reckoned with, as they 
exchange their superb songs along with exceptional harmonies, friendly bantering and spot-on humor--great 
music and great entertainment from these lovely ladies! " –  Lilli Kuzma, host, “Folk Festival,”  WDCB 90.9 
Public Radio  
 
"SongSisters packed the place and I noticed that many in the audience were smiling from their ears."   
– Scott Engstrom, The Lake County Folk Club  
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